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The original idea was to incorporate littleBits into our version of the imagination Foundation’s Caine’s 
Arcade Global Cardboard Challenge. The workshop we ended up running was “littleBits Mania” which 
was sponsored by Target Design Kids. 

Part of the program is that the participants get to use materials in the class and then take them home.  
We assembled the modules, littleBits markers and some materials into individual take home containers, 
which were handed out to the families when they arrived. Monika Wuhrer from the Open Source Gal-
lery in Brooklyn joined in leading 
the workshop. 

she gave a short introduction 
to littleBits, a demo showing the 
different colors and functions and 
then gave the design challenge. 

Participants would spend time 
exploring their container of 
modules and see if they could 
design a circuit that could be 
found in their city. Children sketched their designs and then constructed the circuit. At the end of the 
workshop, everyone shared what they had made.

expLaIn how You InCorporaTeD LITTLeBITs 
InTo Your prograM? Do You have an 
ouTLIne of Your proCess?

Part of the program is that 
the participants get to use 
materials in the class and 
then take them home.

We are always looking for new ways to engage families with design. My colleagues and I went to 
emoti-Con; the keynote speaker was limor Fried from Adafruit and she recommended littleBits as a 
great resource. 

We visited the littleBits office to explore what was possible and we thought it would a well-received 
addition to our program. 

how DID You Learn aBouT LITTLeBITs anD 
whaT MaDe You DeCIDe To IMpLeMenT TheM 
InTo Your prograM?

a  Workshop begins with a 

demonstration of littleBits



We had a great response to this workshop and participants were exposed to new ideas and materials. 
There was a lot of excitement to go on the website and several people told us they continued to use their 
modules at home. Overall everyone really enjoyed it and we had very positive feedback.

whaT has Been The response of Your 
CoMMunITY?

Next time, we would like to try a more open makerspace model. That way people would under-
stand that the modules need to stay in the space and not be brought home. The way the program is 
currently structured, there was limited interaction between participants (children worked with their 
own family, rather than other children), so in the future we would be more interested in supporting 
more collaborative brainstorming and making as a whole group.

how wouLD You suMMarIze whaT You’ve 
LearneD In IMpLeMenTIng Your LITTLeBITs 
prograM?

a

a  Bit Boxes ready for 

our participants to begin 

making.



Do You have phoTos or vIDeos ThaT You 
Can share?

a  Drawing circuits!

a



This was the only program that we ran. We have been thinking of the makerspace program, which 
would be more geared towards Youth Programs rather than families.

whaT are Your fuTure pLans for  
LITTLeBITs use?

a  Everyone hard at work 

on their creations.

a


